Paragliding Open Meeting Report
Plenary Annex 2

Chair: Adrian Thomas
19 attendants.

CCC Requirements
1. Tidy up existing rules.
2. 23G theoretical load test.
3. Mandatory 14.5cm A-B speed system limiter.
4. High speed flight test at trim speed + 15kmh (gps).
5. All flight tests tightened up to require recovery in mas. 3sec following pilot intervention (currently 5sec).
6. Require glider specification measurement data and flight test videos to be available 1 month before any Cat. 1, for CIVL, team leader and test organization evaluation.
7. Test organization flight testing of XC (90kg mas. Take-off weight) mandatory, other sizes produced by linear scaling from the XS, with manufacturer test pilot flight testing.

They were explained and discussed.
An additional meeting to be organized with specialist to fine tune the text and eventually amend it.

CIVL Recognized Scoring Software
Agreed that FS not working well enough; accepted the principle to ask Flytec to implement PWC formula to FS and if it works use it in MKD 2016 Euros and if it does not work, then also agreed to allow the use of the PWC software.
Agreed to refer it to the Software meeting.